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In this session…
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• How do LLMs work? 


• How can LLMs help me with my research? Examples and interactive sessions


• We do not have enough time to cover all use-cases. To check out the use-
cases we had no time for: 


• https://tinyurl.com/495bntdd

https://tinyurl.com/495bntdd


Large Language Models
• A LLM is a machine learning model that is able to achieve general-

purpose language understanding and generation


• Often LLMs are referred to foundational models


• (pre-)trained using self-supervised learning on a massive amount of 
data, consuming large computational resources


• The best known LLM is ChatGPT, launched November 30, 2022


• Generative LLMs use a decoder-only, or encoder-decoder architecture


• BERT is not a generative LLM
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On Autoregressive Decoders

• In an autoregressive text generation model, at each time step t, the model takes 
a sequence of tokens {y}<t as input, and outputs a new token ÿt
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In-context Learning (GPT-3 and onwards)



Prompts as as task specification and 
scratch pad: chain-of-thought
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Natural Language Generation Tasks

• Open-ended generation:the output distribution still has high freedom 


• Typically uses a (autoregressive) decoder


• Non-open-ended generation:the input mostly determines the output generation.


• typically use a encoder-decoder system
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This has generally evolved into: the model speaks false knowledge as 
if it is accurate, and it does so in a very convincing way
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LLMs Hallucinate

“a confident response by an AI that does not seem to 
be justified by its training data.”



LLMs Hallucinate
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LLMs Hallucinate

However:


1. Medical evidence shows vinegar is not a good remedy to dissolve a fishbone 
stuck in your throat


2. Ingesting too much vinegar can actually lead to deathKim, J.P., Kwon, O.J., Shim, H.S., Kim, R.B., Kim, J.H. and Woo, S.H., 2015. Analysis of clinical feature 
and management of fish bone ingestion of upper gastrointestinal tract. Clinical and Experimental 
Otorhinolaryngology, 8(3), pp.261-267.
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However:


1. Medical evidence shows vinegar is not a good remedy to dissolve a fishbone 
stuck in your throat


2. Ingesting too much vinegar can actually lead to death
Shields, L.B., Rolf, C.M. and Hunsaker III, J.C., 2016. Sudden death due to forced ingestion of 
vinegar. Forensic science international, 266, pp.e23-e26.

LLMs Hallucinate

Chung, C.H., 2002. Corrosive oesophageal injury following vinegar ingestion. Hong Kong 
Medical Journal, 8(5), p.365.
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Zuccon, G. and Koopman, B., 2023. Dr ChatGPT, 
tell me what I want to hear: How prompt knowledge 
impacts health answer correctness. arXiv preprint 
arXiv:2302.13793. (EMNLP2023)

Using the TREC Misinformation 
dataset, we empirically evaluate 
ChatGPT’s hallucinations w.r.t. 
health questions


LLMs Hallucinate



RAG: Retrieval Augmented Generation
• Possible explanation:


• LLMs hallucinate because the model has no 
correct knowledge regarding what we asked


• If the model was provided knowledge, then 
hallucinations will not occur


•  Idea:


• Let’s retrieve evidence about what we asked, and 
pass this to the LLM — in this way the model will not 
hallucinate


• This is called Retrieval Augmented Generation (RAG)
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BingChat is a RAG



RAG is not the Silver Bullet for Solving 
Hallucinations
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No RAG



RAG is not the Silver Bullet for Solving 
Hallucinations
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RAG is not the Silver Bullet for Solving 
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RAG is not the Silver Bullet for Solving 
Hallucinations
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No RAG Here RAG is performed; 
we control quality With RAG

providing supporting evidence 
to try to overturn an incorrect 
answer does not flip it to a 

correct answer.
providing evidence caused the answer 

to flip from correct to incorrect 



Takeaway from this part

• LLMs are trained to predict the next word in a sequence (“Stochastic 
parrots”)


• In-context instructions/few-shots examples are often key to instruct the LLM


• LLMs suffer from hallucinations, so care should be taken. RAG is not 
necessarily a panacea to hallucinations
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How can LLMs help 
with your research?

Linda Nordling, 2023. How ChatGPT is transforming the 
postdoc experience. Nature, 622, p.655.
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How can LLMs help 
with your research?

Linda Nordling, 2023. How ChatGPT is transforming the 
postdoc experience. Nature, 622, p.655.



How can LLMs help with your research?
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In this slides we will go through some examples


• Help improving your writing


• Assist with the ideation of titles


• Help with reading papers (or, “chat with papers”)


• Help you design experiments


• Generate data/labels


• Customise it to your task through prompt 
engineering/in-context learning


• Extract information from text


• Become a ranker


• Help writing code
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Traffic light system

Best Practice in using 
LLMs for research

Don’t do it  
(at least for now)

Risky — take good 
care

Effective — can be 
relied upon with 

attention

How can LLMs help with your research?
In this slides we will go through some examples


• Help improving your writing


• Assist with the ideation of titles


• Help with reading papers (or, “chat with papers”)


• Help you design experiments


• Generate data/labels


• Customise it to your task through prompt 
engineering/in-context learning


• Extract information from text


• Become a ranker


• Help writing code



• Take the abstract of a paper you are writing (or have written)


• Open ChatGPT (https://chat.openai.com/), type the following prompt, and execute:


You are a useful scientific editor, and your job is to improve the writing of 
academic papers to make them more readable. Rewrite the following abstract: 

<PASTE ABSTRACT>

24

Refine your writing

https://chat.openai.com/


• Take the abstract of a paper you are writing (or have written)


• Open ChatGPT (https://chat.openai.com/), type the following prompt, and execute:


You are a useful scientific editor, and your job is to improve the writing of 
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<PASTE ABSTRACT>
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Role playing: it has been found to 
often improve effectiveness

No in-prompt learning here — why?

Refine your writing

https://chat.openai.com/


Refine your writing
• Have a look at the text that ChatGPT has generated: what do 

you observe?


• ChatGPT is often a very good editor. However, pay attention:


• It sometimes uses very “bombastic” words (watermarking?)


• At times, it changes the meaning of your sentence


• It is best used in an iterative way: do not accept everything 
ChatGPT writes; instead take it an a suggestion that you 
then further refine, mix and adapt


• Always check policies regarding generative AI from 
publisher and your institution



Refine your writing
ACM Policy on Authorship 
Can I use generative AI software 
tools to prepare my manuscript? 
Yes, the use of such tools is 
permitted, subject to the following 
requirements:

• That these systems do not 

plagiarize, misrepresent, or falsify 
content in ACM submissions.


• That the resulting Work in its totality 
is an accurate representation of the 
authors’ underlying work and novel 
intellectual contributions and is not 
primarily the result of the tool’s 
generative capabilities.


• That the authors accept 
responsibility for the veracity and 
correctness of all material in their 
Work, including any computer-
generated material.

• Have a look at the text that ChatGPT has generated: what do 
you observe?


• ChatGPT is often a very good editor. However, pay attention:


• It sometimes uses very “bombastic” words (watermarking?)


• At times, it changes the meaning of your sentence


• It is best used in an iterative way: do not accept everything 
ChatGPT writes; instead take it an a suggestion that you 
then further refine, mix and adapt


• Always check policies regarding generative AI from 
publisher and your institution
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Can you suggest me a good title?
• Take the previous 

abstract


• Go to: https://
huggingface.co/
ielabgroup/BiTAG-t5-
large


• Paste the abstract in the 
box, click Compute
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https://huggingface.co/ielabgroup/BiTAG-t5-large
https://huggingface.co/ielabgroup/BiTAG-t5-large
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Can you suggest me a good title?
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• Model we developed 
over 2 years ago


• We used this extensively 
internally to my team


• T5 model (encoder/
decoder) trained on a 
large dump of arXiv 
papers


• ChatGPT can also be 
used for this

Shengyao “Arvin” 
Zhuang

Now PostDoc at CSIRO

• Take the previous 
abstract


• Go to: https://
huggingface.co/
ielabgroup/BiTAG-t5-
large


• Paste the abstract in the 
box, click Compute

https://huggingface.co/ielabgroup/BiTAG-t5-large
https://huggingface.co/ielabgroup/BiTAG-t5-large
https://huggingface.co/ielabgroup/BiTAG-t5-large
https://huggingface.co/ielabgroup/BiTAG-t5-large


Can you suggest me a good title?
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• As for ChatGPT for 
writing, use this for 
inspiration


• The best titles we came 
up with were inspired, 
not copied, from this tool

• Take the previous 
abstract


• Go to: https://
huggingface.co/
ielabgroup/BiTAG-t5-
large


• Paste the abstract in the 
box, click Compute

https://huggingface.co/ielabgroup/BiTAG-t5-large
https://huggingface.co/ielabgroup/BiTAG-t5-large
https://huggingface.co/ielabgroup/BiTAG-t5-large
https://huggingface.co/ielabgroup/BiTAG-t5-large


Have problems reading a paper? Chat with 
papers (TXYZ, a.ka. arXiw.org)
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https://txyz.ai/

http://arXiw.org


Have problems reading a paper? Chat with 
papers (TXYZ, a.ka. arXiw.org)
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• Go to an arXiv paper you want to 
read (or have recently read), e.g.: 


• https://arxiv.org/abs/2310.09497


• Next, In the URL, change v->w, 
and go to that page


• https://arxiw.org/abs/2310.09497


• Start chatting! Ask questions 
about the paper

http://arXiw.org
https://arxiv.org/abs/2310.09497


Have problems reading a paper? Chat with 
papers (TXYZ, a.ka. arXiw.org)
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• It can even give you ideas to 
extend the paper!


• Though these are the ones we 
mentioned in the paper…


• Be careful about hallucinations, 
both in explanations and in 
summarisations

http://arXiw.org


Have problems reading a paper? Chat with 
papers (TXYZ, a.ka. arXiw.org)
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• It can even give you ideas to 
extend the paper!


• Though these are the ones we 
mentioned in the paper…


• Be careful about hallucinations, 
both in explanations and in 
summarisations

http://arXiw.org


Use ChatGPT to 
design an experiment
• Sounds like a great idea!


• Experiment design methodologies are quite 
stable (it’s not like a new methodology is 
proposed every day)


• Plenty of examples of usage of established 
methodologies


• Often you know a specific methodology, but are 
not well versed in the gamut of methodologies 
available out there
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Use ChatGPT to design an experiment



Use ChatGPT to design an experiment
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Use ChatGPT to design an experiment

Thank you , 
that is exactly 

what I was 
after!!!
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Use ChatGPT to design an experiment

Thank you , 
that is exactly 

what I was 
after!!!

Or is it?
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Use ChatGPT to design an experiment
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Use ChatGPT to design an experiment
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Use ChatGPT to design an experiment



Use ChatGPT to 
design an experiment

• I haven’t seen a systematic analysis of 
whether ChatGPT can design good 
experiments


• Certainly it didn’t from my experience


• What is dangerous is that the answers 
look very good:


• Very good explanations


• Reasonable process


• And even asking to confirm is not 
useful: often ChatGPT will admit it is 
wrong… for then giving you again a 
wrong answer

44
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Finding literature
• Anedoctically, I know a few students that have 

cited references provided by ChatGPT


• Why it’s not a good idea?


1. ChatGPT’s model is static: it does not update 
“every day”, so it will only know of studies 
contained in training data, up until the date it 
was trained on (likely, much before that)


2. Remember, LLMs hallucinate, especially if not 
well trained to do the task at hand

46



Herbicides that are effective against sowthistle include 
postemergent selective herbicides such as 2,4-D, dicamba, and 
glyphosate.

1. 2,4-D: A study conducted by R.L. Richardson and published in 
the journal "Weed Science" in 1983 (Vol. 31, Issue 4, pp. 558-563) 
found that 2,4-D applied at the rosette stage of sowthistle growth 
provided effective control. 

2. Dicamba: A study by K.A. Renner and colleagues, published in 
the "Journal of Environmental Horticulture" in 2008 (Vol. 26, 
Issue 2, pp. 107-112), found that dicamba was effective against 
sowthistle when applied at the appropriate growth stage and in the 
proper formulation.

3. Glyphosate: According to a study by P.J. Tranel and J.D. 
Nalewaja, published in the journal "Weed Science" in 1998 (Vol. 
46, Issue 4, pp. 548-553), glyphosate is an effective herbicide 
for controlling sowthistle when applied at the correct growth 
stage and with proper formulation.

Additionally, information regarding the effectiveness of 
herbicides against sowthistle can also be found on the Wikipedia 
page for "Sowthistle" (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sowthistle). 
However, it's important to note that Wikipedia should not be used 
as a primary source of information as it is subject to editing by 
anyone and may not be peer-reviewed.

Question: “What type of herbicides are effective against sowthistle?”

Ground truth answer: “The addition of Balance to either Group D or Group K 
herbicides can provide good control of sowthistle. The addition of Flame, Group D, 
Balance or Group K to broadleaf active herbicides (Group C and Valour) are also 
effective.”

ChatGPT Output:

The four 
references 

provided do 
not exist

Statement 
about the 
reference

Invalid 
URL

Finding literature: “ChatGPT 
Hallucinates when Attributing Answers”
• Suggested references very good, at first look:


• Article title very relevant to question


• Journals/Conf exist, volume/issue aligned with year, 
even with page numbers


• Authors exist (though not always in the field of article)


• But, they only exist 14% of the time. 
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Zuccon, G., Koopman, B., 
Shaik, R. 2023. ChatGPT 
Hallucinates when Attributing 
Answers. arXiv preprint 
arXiv:2302.13793.  
(SIGIR-AP2023)
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Finding literature
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• Don’t do it (certainly not with 
ChatGPT)


• BingChat and other RAG are 
likely to massively improve on 
this


• But, how do these models 
identify studies? What biases 
do the models have? And can 
you check for these?



Using ChatGPT/LLMs for Coding
• ChatGPT has shown 

very good effectiveness 
in coding (computer 
programming) tasks


• There is even better: 
LLMs designed 
specifically for coding


• GitHub’s Co-Pilot: 
https://github.com/
features/copilot

50
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Using ChatGPT/LLMs for Coding
• ChatGPT has shown 

very good effectiveness 
in coding (computer 
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https://github.com/
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But… be careful
• ChatGPT and other LLMs 

can be tricked into 
producing malicious 
code that could lead to 
cyber attacks


• LLMs are vulnerable to 
simple backdoor attacks, 
e.g. planting a Trojan 
Horse: can be triggered at 
any time to steal 
information or bring down 
services

52
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Generate labels

• Microsoft Bing is using GPT-4 to 
generate relevance assessments 
for <query,document>


• These are then used for training 
their search engine


• Are they any good?
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Generate labels



• Microsoft Bing is using GPT-4 to 
generate relevance assessments 
for <query,document>


• These are then used for training 
their search engine


• Are they any good?


• Careful with biases that could 
creep in, and you might be 
unaware of

56

Generate labels



Customise LLMs for your task
• You can use LLMs for much more, but actually explaining LLMs what they need 

to do


• You do this in the prompt


• Guidelines about good prompts, e.g. role playing, in-context learning, negative 
examples


• But prompt engineering is still a black art, e.g. effectiveness of abusive prompts


• Recent research looking at automatic prompt optimisation

57
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Zhuang, S., Zhuang, H., Koopman, B. and Zuccon, G., 2023. A Setwise 
Approach for Effective and Highly Efficient Zero-shot Ranking with Large 
Language Models. arXiv preprint arXiv:2310.09497.


